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The Sensory Friendly Solutions Podcast is pleased to announce the release of a bonus episode 

for its inaugural podcast season. This episode is live today, Tuesday, December 1, and features 

Dr. Temple Grandin as our guest.  

Dr. Temple Grandin is renowned as trailblazing spokesperson for autism and her study of animal 

behaviour. Her lifework has been to understand her autistic mind and to share that knowledge 

with the world. 

During her appearance on the podcast, she had a meaningful conversation about the different 

types of human thinking, the strengths of the autistic brain, and examples of sensory 

differences.   Dr. Grandin is an engaging speaker. Her experiences resonate with a wide 

audience, including people who identify with neurodiversity, autistic adults, and parents of 

children diagnosed with autism or sensory processing disorders. Dr. Grandin’s work is 
inspirational and informative. 
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About Sensory Friendly Solutions 

 

Sensory Friendly Solutions’ founder and CEO, Christel Seeberger, spent over a quarter of a 

century as an occupational therapist in public and private practice. There, she observed an 

increasingly prevalent challenge amongst her clients: sensory overload.  Coincidentally, Christel 

started to experience sensory-sensitivity herself, developing adult-onset hearing loss.  She 

realized she had to take a new approach to solve the challenges faced by this large and growing 

segment of the population. Christel founded Sensory Friendly Solutions in 2016 with the 

mission of making the world more sensory-friendly.  

 

About Dr. Temple Grandin 

 

Dr. Grandin has been a professor at Colorado State University (CSU) for over 25 years. Her 

understanding of the human mind has aided her in her work with animal behaviour, and she is 

one of the most respected experts in both autism and animal behaviour in the world. Dr. 

Grandin was the subject of an Emmy award-winning movie produced by HBO. The critically 

acclaimed film depicted her life and many accomplishments.   She was inducted into the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2016. 

Website: https://www.templegrandin.com/  
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